PRESS RELEASE

RE: CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY IN FINANCIAL CRISIS

The attention of the Management of the Catholic University College of Ghana, Fiapre has been drawn to a publication in the Daily Guide of 29th August, 2017 entitled “Catholic University in Financial Crisis”. The import of this publication is that the University is at the verge of collapsing.

We wish to let our students, parents and the general public know that the publication is a misrepresentation of facts and it should, therefore, be ignored.

Our continuing students are kindly reminded that the first semester of the 2017/2018 academic year starts on 2nd September, 2017 and Lectures will commence at the time specified on the University’s academic calendar. Copies of the calendar are on the University’s website.

The Catholic University is and will continue to blaze the trail as the best University in Ghana that provides holistic education to our cherished clients.

Thank you.

Kofi Asuman
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